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The much-loved Bradford's Crossword Solver's Dictionary offers more thanÂ 250,000

solutionsÂ Users will never again be short of answers to their crossword clues with this unique

dictionary that has been compiled and craftedÂ based on the author'sÂ 50 years' experience of

crossword solving. Every wordÂ listed hereÂ has appeared as a solution to a real crossword clue.

Previous readers have found this book an invaluable reference work for both cryptic and quick

crosswords, and new users will be quickly converted. It helps puzzlers to quickly solve any

crossword; recognize words used in cryptic crossword clues which indicate that the answeris an

anagram, pun, or word-play; learn about different types of cryptic clues; andÂ get instant access to

vocabulary lists, with themed panels arranged by length and then alphabetically.
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If you want to solve US crosswords this book is no good it is not primarily a book of synonyms.

However, if you want to do cryptic crosswords this is a must for all such cruciverbalists.

I have an early wdition of this book and have used it so much it is literally falling to pieces. I was

unable to obtain a copy in Australia. The copy I received from  is excellent, better bound and

appropriately updated. I am delighted with the product, price and the service. It was delivered 3

weeks ahead of schedule. 5 Stars!



Purchased this for my wife who needed a replacement for a MW Crossword Dictionary due to lots of

use thinking the Bradfords would be newer and be more up to date with info. To say the least she

tried using the book on numerous occasions and never found the answers she needed so it sits on

the shelf collecting dust. There must be better options. I'm ordering a new MW today.

There are an enormous number of words but I didn't always find the appropriate word to be able to

solve my crossword. Case in point, today: I looked up Lustful and the word needed was 'Randy' but

it wasn't there.Anna Stivala

The first page says "To search at any time, use the dictionary search box at the bottom of the page,

enter your clue word and target letter count, and select 'Search Dictionary'. When I use the

Dictionary on my Android there is no such search function. I have reloaded and still it does not

appear. I am using a Samsung Galaxy Nexus.

it is a good quality book for puzzles we have has one for years and this is a replacement book
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